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Main outcomes of the meeting 

The 10
th

 meeting of the OECD-Asia Network on Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises 

(Asia SOE Network) was held on 19-20 September 2017 in Kuala Lumpur. It was co-organised by the 

Institute of Democracy and Economic Affairs (IDEAS) and the Malaysian Directors Academy (MINDA), 

with the financial support of the Korea Institute of Public Finance (KIPF). It brought together 56 

participants from 15 countries (Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Kazakhstan, Korea, Malaysia, Myanmar, 

Pakistan, the Philippines, the Slovak Republic, Sweden, Thailand, the United Kingdom and Viet Nam).  

Concerning the main outcomes of the meeting, it notably provided an opportunity to:   

 

 Facilitate an exchange of national experiences and good practices among senior policy 

makers in Asia concerning recent and ongoing SOE reforms, notably through a roundtable 

discussion on evolutions in state ownership and governance practices in participating Asian 

countries. Participants also exchanged information on national approaches to manage risk and 

promote business integrity in the state-owned enterprise sector.  

 

 Discuss the ownership and corporate governance landscape for SOEs in Malaysia, informed 

by presentations given by representatives of the state holding company Khazanah Nasional 

Berhad and the Malaysian Directors Academy.  

 

 Launch a questionnaire-based stocktaking on national approaches to manage risk in the 

state-owned enterprise sector, building on a similar stocktaking undertaken by the OECD 

Working Party on State Ownership and Privatisation Practices in 2016
1
.   

 

 Agree on next steps for the Asia SOE Network. These include notably to (i) solicit additional 

responses to the questionnaire on risk management in the SOE sector and publish a synthesis 

of national approaches online; and (ii) identify a host country for the 2018 annual meeting and 

prepare an agenda for discussions, under the general theme of ensuring that SOEs are both 

autonomous and accountable.   

 

 Disseminate OECD standards, good practices and research on corporate governance of SOEs 

undertaken by the OECD Working Party on State Ownership and Privatisation Practices. This 

included notably the good practice guidance of the OECD Guidelines on Corporate Governance 

of State-Owned Enterprises (SOE Guidelines); information on the ongoing development of 

"Anti-Corruption and Integrity Guidelines" for SOEs; and the 2016 OECD report on Risk 

Management by SOEs and their Owners. Further facilitating dissemination of OECD standards 

in Asia, the meeting was reported on in the Korea Times and The Edge (a Malaysian business 

news daily)
2
. 

 

  

                                                           
1
 Published in OECD (2016), Risk Management by SOEs and their Owners, OECD, Paris.  

2
 See http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/biz/2017/09/367_236814.html and 

http://theedgemarkets.weblite.my/CampaignClickThru/campaign_ClickThru.aspx?CampID=CB6H/tarNCD3AP8xgZSOew==&MStr
=JpUZno5FiciN/2Fu35/Obw==&CampStr=tG3w4IscJQ8RGMNUuNl+Ug==&Type=Act&URL=http://tefd.theedgemarkets.com/201
7/TEP/20170926cq3nkq.pdf&LStr=nusJ2wgmqYLjPHYSvrNVCA== (page 6).  

http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/biz/2017/09/367_236814.html
http://theedgemarkets.weblite.my/CampaignClickThru/campaign_ClickThru.aspx?CampID=CB6H/tarNCD3AP8xgZSOew==&MStr=JpUZno5FiciN/2Fu35/Obw==&CampStr=tG3w4IscJQ8RGMNUuNl+Ug==&Type=Act&URL=http://tefd.theedgemarkets.com/2017/TEP/20170926cq3nkq.pdf&LStr=nusJ2wgmqYLjPHYSvrNVCA
http://theedgemarkets.weblite.my/CampaignClickThru/campaign_ClickThru.aspx?CampID=CB6H/tarNCD3AP8xgZSOew==&MStr=JpUZno5FiciN/2Fu35/Obw==&CampStr=tG3w4IscJQ8RGMNUuNl+Ug==&Type=Act&URL=http://tefd.theedgemarkets.com/2017/TEP/20170926cq3nkq.pdf&LStr=nusJ2wgmqYLjPHYSvrNVCA
http://theedgemarkets.weblite.my/CampaignClickThru/campaign_ClickThru.aspx?CampID=CB6H/tarNCD3AP8xgZSOew==&MStr=JpUZno5FiciN/2Fu35/Obw==&CampStr=tG3w4IscJQ8RGMNUuNl+Ug==&Type=Act&URL=http://tefd.theedgemarkets.com/2017/TEP/20170926cq3nkq.pdf&LStr=nusJ2wgmqYLjPHYSvrNVCA
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Summary of discussions  

The sections that follow provide a non-exhaustive summary of discussions held over the course 

of the 1.5-day meeting. More details on the national practices presented during the meeting can be 

found in speakers’ PowerPoint presentations, available on the meeting web page 

(http://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/asia-soe-network-meeting-2017.htm).   

 

Opening session 

Wan Saiful Wan Jan (Chief Executive of IDEAS in Malaysia) opened the meeting on behalf of 

IDEAS, highlighting the longstanding cooperation between IDEAS and the OECD to promote SOE 

governance reforms both in Asia and globally. 

 

Dato’ Abdul Aziz Abu Bakar (Executive Director of the Malaysian Directors Academy) provided 

some background on SOEs in Malaysia, noting that improving their efficiency and productivity is crucial 

for the country’s economic growth. He also highlighted the valuable role of the Asia SOE Network as a 

platform for exchanging experiences, learning from regional peers and helping to disseminate 

international standards, notably those set forth in the OECD SOE Guidelines
3
.  

 

Lars Erik Fredriksson (Chair of the OECD Working Party on State Ownership and Privatisation 

Practices and Investment Director at the Division for State-Owned Enterprises in the Ministry of 

Enterprises and Innovation of Sweden) recalled the continued importance of SOEs to the global 

economy and within Asia specifically. He also outlined the Working Party’s plans in the coming years to 

facilitate better corporate governance of SOEs internationally, notably by disseminating the standards 

of the SOE Guidelines through its regional networks active around the world and by developing 

subsidiary guidance to address integrity and corruption issues in the SOE sector.   

 

Dr. Im Gon Cho (Executive Director of the Research Center for State-Owned Entities at the 

Korea Institute of Public Finance, KIPF) extended thanks on behalf of the KIPF President to the OECD, 

IDEAS and MINDA for organising the event. He put forward that the SOE Guidelines are now firmly 

established as an international standard for good SOE governance and highlighted some ways in which 

the Korean authorities have taken steps to implement their recommendations, including in the domain 

of information disclosure. He highlighted the usefulness of exchanging national experiences with SOE 

reforms, particularly within the Asian region, and conveyed KIPF’s enthusiasm to continue supporting 

such exchanges through the Asia SOE Network.   

 

Dato' Wira Othman bin Aziz (Deputy Minister of Finance I of Malaysia) provided a keynote 

address. He began by recalling that the Asia SOE Network was first launched in 2006 and that since 

then it has served as a useful platform for exchanging ideas, including through its Policy Brief on 

Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises in Asia4
. He also highlighted that the OECD 

Working Party on State Ownership and Privatisation Practices has provided important input to policy 

reflections on SOEs in Malaysia. He then provided an overview of the Malaysian government’s efforts 

to promote more efficient SOEs, notably through the ten-year Government-Linked Companies (GLC) 

Transformation Programme, which was undertaken from 2005 to 2015. He concluded by highlighting 

                                                           
3
 OECD (2015), OECD Guidelines on Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises, OECD, Paris.  

http://www.oecd.org/corporate/guidelines-corporate-governance-SOEs.htm.  
4
 OECD (2010), Policy Brief on Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises in Asia: Recommendations for Reform, OECD, 

Paris. https://www.oecd.org/countries/philippines/45639683.pdf  

http://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/asia-soe-network-meeting-2017.htm
http://www.oecd.org/corporate/guidelines-corporate-governance-SOEs.htm
https://www.oecd.org/countries/philippines/45639683.pdf
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Malaysia’s commitment to continuing to improve SOE governance, including through efforts to 

promote a culture of transparency and accountability and to manage SOE integrity risks.   

 

Session 1 – Spotlight on Malaysia: Recent developments in state ownership practices 

Moderator: Mr. Wan Saiful Wan Jan (Chief Executive, IDEAS, Malaysia) 

Speakers: Mr. Ahmad Zulqarnain Onn (Executive Director of Investments and Head of Strategy 

Management Unit, Khazanah Nasional Berhad, Malaysia); Dato’ Abdul Aziz Abu Bakar (Executive 

Director, Malaysian Directors Academy, Malaysia) 

Lead discussants: Ms. Karen Tangco-Pascasio (Division Chief, Selection and Nomination Division, 

Governance Commission for Government-Owned and-Controlled Corporations, Philippines); Dr. Ram 

Kumar Mishra (Director, Institute of Public Enterprise, Hyderabad, India) 

  

During this session, participants heard detailed presentations on the state-owned enterprise 

landscape in Malaysia and recent related reforms, given by representatives of, respectively, the state 

holding company Khazanah Nasional Berhad and the Malaysian Directors Academy. Following these 

presentations, lead discussants from the Governance Commission for Government-Owned and-

Controlled Corporations in the Philippines and the Institute of Public Enterprise in India provided some 

background on their respective institutions and then posed follow-up questions to the speakers.      

 

As highlighted in the presentation by the representative of Khazanah Nasional Berhad, the SOE 

sector in Malaysia is known to be vast, but the exact number of enterprises owned by the government 

is apparently unknown. Khazanah Nasional Berhad is one of seven “Government-Linked Investment 

Companies” (GLICs) in Malaysia. GLICs hold shares in subsidiary SOEs, known as “Government-Linked 

Companies” (GLCs) in national nomenclature. Khazanah was established in 1994 to hold stakes in about 

70-80 companies, many of which were previously government agencies that had since been 

corporatised and, in some cases, partially privatisated. After the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-98, 

during which a number of GLCs did not fare very well, Khazanah was given a new mandate to 

champion reforms in its portfolio companies, which led to the ten-year GLC Transformation 

Programme (2005-15). The programme was implemented in 20 GLCs and sought, among others, to 

clarify GLCs’ mandates and strengthen their corporate governance practices.  It resulted in – and was 

reinforced by – a number of policy handbooks outlining good practice guidelines for corporate 

governance.  

 

Among the achievements of the GLC Transformation Programme put forward during 

discussions are that: (i) it helped attract talent to GLCs, including through salaries more closely aligned 

with market rates; and (ii) it led to increased productivity and shareholder returns by SOEs, supported 

by the use – and public disclosure – of key performance indicators. Discussions also suggested some 

potential shortcomings of the programme, for example the fact that it only focused on 20 GLCs (which 

nonetheless account for the majority of GLCs by value) and the risk that reform momentum could 

diminish now that the programme has come to an end.  

 

Remarks by the representative of the Malaysian Directors Academy offered some more clarity 

on Malaysia’s SOE governance arrangements. In addition to Malaysia’s GLICs and their subsidiary GLCs 

(referenced above), there are also 44 statutory enterprises overseen by the Malaysian Ministry of 

Finance, through a department known as “Ministry of Finance, Incorporated”. These SOEs – which often 

undertake public policy or other non-commercial functions – are overall not subject to the same 

degree of performance pressure as those overseen by Khazanah. A key focus of recent SOE reforms in 
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Malaysia has been on strengthening boards of directors, which has manifested itself among others 

through a greater culture of meritocracy rather than political patronage and through the creation of 

the Malaysian Directors Academy to train board members. The development of policy handbooks 

outlining good practice corporate governance principles – for example concerning board composition, 

committees and evaluations – helped to raise awareness and improve practices in many cases, but 

questions remain regarding the extent to which the principles put forth in these policy handbooks have 

been effectively implemented within SOEs. Some remaining overarching challenges put forward 

include political interference within SOEs, insufficient transparency and the risk of irregular practices 

involving large government procurement contracts. 

 

Some other issues highlighted during the discussions included the following:  

 

 The regular practice of political intervention at the highest levels within SOEs, in Malaysia 

but also in many neighbouring Asian countries.  

 

 The practice of using SOE board seats as tools of political patronage, which misaligns board 

members’ incentives. 

    

 The need for more diversity on boards, including in terms of gender, job function and 

international experience.  

 

 The need to attract the right talent to SOE boards, including through sufficient, market 

consistent, remuneration levels. 

 

 Questions concerning whether independent board members truly exercise objective 

judgment in the interest of the enterprise. In this respect, financial independence from the 

company was highlighted as a means of facililtating directors’ independence of judgment. 

There are plans underway in Malaysia to develop a pool of qualified and trained 

independent directors. 

     

 Challenges related to SOEs’ non-commercial objectives, which are often paid for through 

cross-subsidisation from SOEs’ commercial activities (and for which accounting practices are 

not always straightforward).   

 

Session 2 – Roundtable on evolutions in state ownership practices in Asia  

Moderator: Mr. Hans Christiansen, Senior Economist, Corporate Affairs Division, Directorate for 

Financial and Enterprise Affairs, OECD  

Speakers: Dr. U.D. Choubey (Director General, Standing Conference of Public Enterprises, India); Mr. 

Aung Naing Oo (Director General, Directorate of Investment and Company Administration, Ministry of 

Planning and Finance, Myanmar); Mr. Zhu Kai (Director, Policy, Laws and Regulation Bureau, State-

Owned Assets Supervision Commission, China); Ms. Lan Nguyen (Director, Division of SOE Reform, 

Agency for Enterprise Development, Ministry of Planning and Investment, Viet Nam) 

 

During this session, participants heard presentations on national SOE landscapes and recent 

ownership reforms in India, Myanmar, China and Viet Nam. As mentioned earlier, speakers’ 

presentations are available on the meeting web page. Some highlights from their presentations and 

the open discussion include the following:  
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 In June 2017, the Securities and Exchange Board of India formed a Committee on Corporate 

Governance mandated to make recommendations for improving listed companies’ corporate 

governance. Its review included assessments and recommendations specific to listed SOEs
5
.   

 

 A new law governing both SOEs and private companies is currently under development in 

Myanmar, to replace the (currently) separate laws that govern both types of enterprises. There 

are also plans to draft a corporate governance code, to establish a national institute of directors 

and to privatise some SOEs. The need to improve SOEs’ disclosure practices and to strengthen 

their boards of directors were put forward as reform priorities.   

 

 In April 2017, the government of China developed “Guidelines on Further Improving SOE 

Corporate Governance”. There is currently a pilot programme being implemented in 4 of the 98 

SOEs under China’s State Assets Supervision and Administration Council (SASAC), to accord 

boards of directors more powers. Corporatising SOEs in China was one important reform 

priority suggested , given that most SOEs directly under SASAC are statutory enterprises. 

 

 Viet Nam’s 2016-2020 SOE reform programme notably includes plans to broaden the 

ownership of 137 wholly-owned companies (national terminology identifies these 137 

enterprises as being slated for “privatisation”, but the plans only involve divestment of minority 

shareholdings). Some factors limiting the potential impact of Viet Nam’s State Capital 

Investment Corporation (SCIC) on SOE governance were highlighted, including the fact that 

most large SOEs are owned by line ministries and are therefore not within the SCIC’s remit. The 

authorities are considering the development of a centralised ownership entity, which could take 

the form of a strengthened SCIC or a new high-level body.       

     

Session 3 - Managing risk in the state-owned enterprise sector 

Moderator: Mr. Gambhir Bhatta (Technical Advisor [Governance], Asian Development Bank, 

Philippines)  

Speakers: Mr. Chencho T. Namgay (Associate Director, Department of Finance, Druk Holding and 

Investments, Bhutan); Mr. Edward Emerson (UK Government Investments, United Kingdom); Dr. Ram 

Kumar Mishra (Director, Institute of Public Enterprise, India) 

 

 During this session, speakers shared information on national approaches to manage risk in the 

state-owned enterprise sector. Some highlights from the national approaches presented by speakers 

include the following:  

 

 Bhutan has clear regulations concerning risk management practices by SOEs (which are all 

incorporated as companies). In practice, some smaller SOEs may face difficulties allocating 

resources to a risk management function.  

 

 In the United Kingdom, SOEs are – just  like listed companies – required to establish audit and 

risk management committees. The national risk management system for SOEs is characteristed 

by well-defined “escalation routes” between the state shareholder (UK Government 

Investments), SOE boards and SOE management. The state shareholder establishes principles 
                                                           
5
 The Report of the Committee on Corporate Governance was since been submitted to SEBI (on 5 October 2017) and is available 

online here: http://www.nfcg.in/KOTAKCOMMITTEREPORT.pdf.l  

http://www.nfcg.in/KOTAKCOMMITTEREPORT.pdf.l
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that it expects SOEs to implement, rather than outlining a defined process for every enterprise 

to implement.  

   

 In 2009 in India, the Department of Public Enterprises issued a statement calling for all SOE 

boards to establish an effective risk management system. Board composition and qualifications 

were highlighted as crucial elements allowing for effective oversight of risk in Indian SOEs. 

Some challenges to effective risk management put forward were: (i) insufficient disclosure 

requirements applicable to related party transactions (which are often a source of corruption 

risk) and (ii) an over-emphasis on compliance rather than on effectively mitigating internal and 

external risks to the company.           

 

During the open discussion, participants discussed a number of risks that are particularly acute 

within the SOE sector. Reputational risk was highlighted as particularly present for both SOEs and their 

shareholders, including the state as shareholder, but also regional financiers such as the Asian 

Development Bank. Political risk and the associated governance implications were also highlighted as 

relevant to SOEs, for example in situations when politicians seeking re-election serve on SOE boards. 

Multi-layered reporting and compliance requirements on SOEs were put forward as potentially 

detrimental to effective risk management systems, since they dilute accountability. 

 

Session 4 - Promoting business integrity within state-owned enterprises 

Moderator: Dato’ Abdul Aziz Abu Bakar (Executive Director, Malaysian Directors Academy, Malaysia)  

Speakers: Mr. Chayut Boonsing (State Enterprise Analyst and Assistant to the Director General, State 

Enterprise Policy Office, Ministry of Finance, Thailand); Ms. Marites Cruz-Doral, Commissioner, 

Governance Commission for Government-Owned and       -Controlled Corporations, Philippines); Ms. 

Elvira Konakhbayeva (Director of Corporate Governance and Sustainability, Samruk-Kazyna, 

Kazakhstan); Mr. Fuad Hashimi (Centre of Excellence in Responsible Business, Pakistan Business 

Council, Pakistan) 

 

During this session, speakers shared information on national approaches to promote business 

integrity within SOEs, including through enhanced monitoring and disclosure requirements and 

provisions in SOE corporate governance codes or their equivalent. Highlights from the presentations 

on national practices include the following:  

 

 A State Enterprise Development Act is currently under development in Thailand and would 

establish a number of guidelines and rules bearing on SOE governance. Plans are currently 

underway to establish an SOE board nomination committee, which would strengthen 

nomination criteria and introduce greater transparency to the process.   

  

 In the Philippines, the Corporate Governance Code for Government-Owned and –Controlled 

Corporations (GOCCs) calls for all SOEs to establish a risk management committee. Some 

measures put in place to enhance monitoring of SOEs’ activities include a publically available 

Integrated Corporate Reporting System and a web portal through which whistleblowers can 

report irregular practices witnessed within SOEs.  

   

 Samruk Kazyna, one of several state holding companies in Kazakhstan, includes a number of 

provisions related to business integrity in its corporate governance code.  For example, SOEs are 
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required to establish a dedicated compliance function, if considered necessary taking into 

account their risk profiles.  

 

 In Pakistan, a new Code of Corporate Governance is currently under development. The Pakistan 

Business Council – a not-for-profit association seeking to improve the country’s business 

climate through policy advocacy and research – has established a Centre of Excellence in 

Responsible Business to support responsible, sustainable and inclusive business practices in 

Pakistan. During his presentation, its Executive Director put forward that promoting business 

integrity within SOEs requires a defined state ownership policy that accords SOEs operational 

autonomy and allows SOE boards to exercise their responsibilities. He also highlighted the need 

for the state ownership policy to allow for a level playing field and fair competition in the 

marketplace and to require the same reporting structures as private sector enterprises.         

 

During the open discussion, an overarching conclusion put forward by one participant is that 

corruption is generally quite prevalent in many Asian economies, as evidenced by international 

rankings. Participants discussed measures that have been implemented in some countries to curtail 

corporate misconduct within SOEs and also suggested avenues for improving current systems. These 

included (i) enhancing transparency surrounding SOE board member nomination processes and (ii) 

broadening the ownership of SOEs, thus introducing minority shareholder pressures that can help 

improve corporate oversight. Participants also highlighted the need to complement whistleblower 

reporting channels – e.g. a web portal established for SOE employees in the Philippines – with 

adequate whistleblower protections, to allow company employees to report misconduct withour fear of 

retaliation.  

 

Participants were also informed of the ongoing development by the OECD Working Party on 

State Ownership and Privatisation Practices of dedicated Anti-Corruption and Integrity Guidelines for 

SOEs, which will provide guidance to the state as an owner for preventing rule-breaking by SOEs and 

their employees (i.e. non-compliance with existing laws and regulations or with company internal 

rules).  

 

Session 5 - Disclosure and transparency in the state-owned enterprise sector 

Moderator:  Mr. Ali Salman, Director of Research, Institute of Democracy and Economic Affairs (IDEAS), 

Malaysia  

Speakers: Dr. Im Gon Cho (Executive Director, Research Center for State-Owned Entities, Korea 

Institute of Public Finance, Korea); Ms. Lya Rahman (General Manager, Minority Shareholder Watchdog 

Group, Malaysia); Mr. Tran Tho Hai (Head of General Policy Division, Corporate Finance Department, 

Ministry of Finance, Viet Nam)  

 

 During this session, speakers discussed the disclosure landscape for SOEs in their respective 

jursdictions. Highlights from the presentations on national practices include the following:  

 

 In Korea, an online system of public disclosure by SOEs and other public institutions, known as 

“ALIO”, provides for penalties when reporting institutions do not comply with the state’s 

disclosure requirements.   
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 The Minority Shareholders Watchdog Group in Malaysia influences the public disclosure 

environment for listed SOEs by monitoring their compliance with applicable corporate 

governance and disclosure standards.    

 

 In Viet Nam, discussions are underway to reform SOE oversight arrangements, which would 

potentially also change their reporting requirements and processes.  

 

Discussions highlighted the need to adequately incentivise SOEs and line ministries to comply 

with state disclosure requirements. Participants also stressed the need to avoid placing over-

burdensome reporting requirements on SOEs that could constitute a competitive disadvantage 

compared to their private sector peers. Participants noted the importance of disclosing information 

on SOE board nomination processes – and not just on SOE board composition – and the need to 

critically assess the extent to which board members that are identified as independent are truly 

independent. Participants also noted that the gender pay gap withing SOEs is an important item 

for public disclosure.  

 

Session 6 - Next steps for the Asia SOE Network 

During this session, participants engaged in an open discussion on possible future areas of work 

for the Asia SOE Network. Proposals included the following:  

 

 Monitor how individual countries in Asia implement good practices in state ownership, for 

example by inviting Network members to contribute 1-2 case studies that illustrate how 

individual policy tenets of the OECD SOE Guidelines are implemented. It was noted that this 

could be a more useful exercise than undertaking very specific thematic stocktakings in the 

context of each annual meeting.    

 

 In addition to sharing good practices for SOE governance, facilitate exchanges of challenges 

encountered by governments or stakeholders in pushing forward state ownership reforms.  

 

 Undertake analysis of ownership, governance and regulatory issues for SOEs held by sub-

national and municipal governments in Asia. 

 

 Use the Network as a forum for countries to seek guidance and advice from peers, as they 

undertake reforms to their state ownership arrangements.  

 

In the near-term, Network members agreed on the following:  

 

 To invite additional contributions to the stocktaking of SOE risk management practices in 

Asia and to publish a synthesis of national approaches online. 

 

 To seek a host country for the 2018 annual meeting and prepare an agenda for discussions, 

under the general theme of ensuring that SOEs are both autonomous and accountable. 
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Concluding remarks 

 

Concluding remarks were provided by Lars Erik Fredriksson (Chair, OECD Working Party on 

State Ownership and Privatisation Practices, Sweden), Wan Saiful Wan Jan (Chief Executive, IDEAS, 

Malaysia) and Dato’ Abdul Aziz Abu Bakar (Executive Director of the Malaysian Directors Academy, or 

MINDA) .  


